Introduction
In post-industrial, 21 st century western society, and for males within a particular age band to a greater extent than females, the word 'hero' is often synonymous with sporting achievement. If an opinion poll were conducted on the subject of the Irish sporting hero, the following might be some of the questions that would be asked: Who This paper will analyse briefly the terms 'hero' / 'heroic' in a sporting context and examine some of the essential differences between stardom and heroism. Sporting greatness or popularity for example is not necessarily heroic. We will go on to explain why we have chosen to look at the sport of cycling and more particularly the Tour de
France in the context of the Irish sporting hero. By analysing an event like the Tour de France we will highlight the importance of the occasion or stage in the creation of heroic moments out of which our heroes are born, and also demonstrate the extent to which the attribution of heroism in sport depends to a large degree on profile and media exposure. The Tour de France provides a particularly apt focus to a discussion on links between the heroic or epic setting, heroic moments in sport and the creation of sporting heroes, and Ireland's Tour de France cyclists make a very interesting contribution to a case study of the Irish Hero. Only seven Irishmen have competed in the event and two of them became superstars. This article will profile Ireland's 'giants of the road' and in so doing will highlight some of the different types of hero, their qualities, and the ingredients of the heroic act. The article will conclude by looking at problems with the notion of heroism and the temporary nature of hero status and raise some of the ambiguities and contradictions surrounding the concept of heroism in modern professional sport with particular reference to the media, commercialism and doping.
The sporting 'hero', cycling and the Tour de France
The term 'hero' or 'heroic' is inherently subjective. The hero of that race (1948 Tour) was (believe it or not) the man who finished last. He was about 70 and no more than a social cyclist but to ride the tour was his life's ambition. He couldn't afford it until he had retired
[…] then he lined up with the men he so admired.
[…] by the end of the first week he was something of a national hero. And as the Tour went on his name became more and more of a café-hold word. The Tour is an event which places extreme physical demands on the competitors. When first conceived, the challenge was almost beyond belief and many felt it to be beyond the capacity of human beings. The organisers constantly sought to protect the difficulty of the race and looked for ways of making the race even more difficult to ensure that the winner and those who just managed to finish would be seen as heroes or supermen: 'Not men but giants' as the slogan for the Guinness All Ireland
Hurling Championship proudly proclaims, although with less justification perhaps. In the opinion of Henri Desgranges, the race's organiser, the ideal Tour would be a tour where only one rider managed to complete the event. In the reporting of the event, He is the quintessential local hero with a place in the town's heart and soul that is difficult to over-estimate; as likely to be seen emerging from Michael Hearn's hardware shop with smudges of plaster on his nose as sipping wine at international events with sporting and political legends. 
Conclusion
To be a sporting hero requires that the imagination of the public be captured over a relatively short period of time, the length of a sporting career -in most cases less than twenty years. Our heroes are the stars and champions of our own preferred sport, those we remember, whom we saw or read about in our own lifetime, and especially and only shabby copies remain on library shelves -hardly the stuff of heroes. More than ever before, hero status rarely endures once the glare of media attention has moved on. Could it be that modern sport is all about great moments and media spectacles and not about heroes anymore?
